Intramolecular interference effects in dynamic light scattering: rigid double spirals and superhelical DNAs.
A theory is developed for dynamic light scattering (DLS) from rigid double spirals by treating an invisible rigid cylinder with two helical scattering stripes on opposite sides of its cylindrical surface. The exact initial, or first cumulant, diffusion coefficient Dapp (K) is obtained in terms of the translational diffusion coefficients (D parallel and D perpendicular) parallel and perpendicular to the symmetry axis, the rotational diffusion coefficients (DR parallel and DR perpendicular) around the symmetry and transverse axes, the length (L) and radius (b) of the cylindrical surface bearing the stripes, and the pitch (p). Interference effects, namely geometrical antiresonances, between strands, produce deep minima in the static structure factor S (K) and corresponding prominent peaks in Dapp (K). These peaks in Dapp (K) depend sensitively on the rotational dynamics around the symmetry axis, and nearly vanish when DR parallel = 0. Some results for single spirals are also presented. A simpler model in which scattering points are attached at opposite ends of an otherwise invisible thin rigid rod is also treated, and shown to exhibit modest minima in S (K) and corresponding maxima in Dapp (K). Confining this rod to a plane containing K enhances the amplitudes of the oscillations in S (K) and Dapp (K), as expected. Rigid double spirals are employed as crude models for interwound supercoiled DNAs in order to assess the possible occurrence of interference effects. Although native supercoiled DNAs exhibit a cylinder diameter that is much too small to exhibit geometrical antiresonances in the presently accessible range of K2, nearly relaxed supercoiled DNAs are predicted to exhibit their first maximum in Dapp (K) just inside this range. Previously reported data for the effect of Escherichia coli single-strand binding (ssb) protein on the DLS of supercoiled pBR322 DNA cannot be mimicked by a gradual homogeneous reduction of superhelix density with increasing ssb, but instead can be mimicked by inhomogeneous all-or-none binding in which uncomplexed native DNAs and nearly relaxed saturated ssb/DNA complexes coexist in varying proportions. Experimental Dapp (K) and S (K) data for a sample of relaxed pUC8 dimers display, respectively, a broad maximum and a corresponding minimum, in qualitative agreement with rough theoretical predictions.